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July 2004
Your next issue of Greenkeeper International will be with you by 9 August 2004

REGULARS

News
Pages 4, 5 & 7

8 GTC News
David Golding, Executive Director of the GTC, keeps you up to date with the work of the Committee

9 Education
Ken Richardson gives a thorough breakdown of the work of BIGGA’s Education and Training Department.

10 Health and Safety
Jerrard Winter, of Haztek International, continues his regular column covering Health and Safety issues.

11 Membership

15 & 40

16 Continue to Learn: Physiological Response of Grasses to Mowing
Mark Howieson and Nick Christians take a scientific look at mowing

32 New Products

34 News from the Chief Executive
John Pemberton starts a new column in which he will keep you up to date with Association matters

Around the Green
As I see it ...
Andy Campbell, discovers there are not enough hours in the day when you’re BIGGA National Chairman

FEATURES

A Family Affair
Scott MacCallum visits Royal Troon where Course Manager, Billy McLachlan, is looking forward to The Open and sharing the experience with his family.

18 See Yourselves as Others See You
A special report on who you, the greenkeeper, are perceived by others in the game featuring an insightful piece by former Golf Monthly Editor, Colin Callander.

22 Cutting It
Roland Taylor meets up with several Course Managers and discusses their cutting regimes.

29 Disease Analysis - How can it work for you?
Dr Kate Entwistle discusses the importance of accurate disease analysis.
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